





















See column page 2. 
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left, is one of the homeless people who 
participated
 in the Community tizna says he has been homeless since he lost his job at Schlumberger's High Tech of 
Homeless Alliance's "sleep our' Monday in front of the San Jose Museum of Art. Mar-
 San Jose as a shipping clerk a year and a half ago. 
Protesters ask 
City 





For 18,000 homeless people in 
the City of San Jose there is 
nowhere to go at night and no 
place to call home. For them, living 
on the street is an everyday reality. 
"A Sleep-Out to Stop
 the Perse-
cution of the 
Homeless"  was a 
non-violent demonstration held on 
Monday night in front of the San 








 other homeless organiza-
tions 
and the  homeless planned to 
sleep
 out to show solidarity. 
People participating 
in the 
demonstration  at the First Christ-
ian 
Church on Fifth Street 
marched to the Fairmont 
Hotel, 
where they tried to march through
 
the hotel 
in order to camp outside. 
They were asked to 
leave  by hotel 
employees. 
After being rebuffed at the Fair-
mont, they marched to the Rede-
velopment Agency on San Fernan-
do Street and then to the Federal 
building. At both places they went 
they were asked to leave by San 
Jose police. 
They ended up near 
the San 
Jose Art Museum. 
Nlam people were in high spiiits 
about the sleep-out. People casual-
ly 
walked around eating 
vegetarian  
Sce SLEEP
















 happens every 
eight 
years  and allows the uni-






accreditation, it would no 
longer be able to provide these 
services for 






the university self -study 
report. 
The report committee is a sep-
arate entity from the accredita-
tion process. 




 oil the 
aotilicy
 with which her team 
Wink  
a self -study. 
The report will help a team 
of educators from across the 
country decide if SJSU 
will 
remain accredited. They will 





By Heather Hayes 
and Alex Betancourt 
spurim
 
I /ail, Staff 
Writers  
Each semester, students can 
spend
 hundreds of dollars
 
for  
textbooks and supplies at the 
SJSU Spartan Bookstore. But 
most of them never know what
 
the bookstore does with its prof-
its. 
The Spartan Bookstore 
grossed
 $11.5 million in sales for 
the '92-93 fiscal year, said Ron 
Duval, executive director of Spar-
tan Shops. This includes sales of 
textbooks 
as








Sales income is off -set by 
Help








By ( :ynthia 
Pirkerrell  
Spartan kith Sufi Writer 





















































































 the body's immune sys-
tem attacks 
pollen, causing cells lin-
ing the 
inside of the nose




worst  thing 
you can get is a 
warm  windy day. 


































can  get is 
a 
warm, 
windy  day. 
The  best is a 
nice  
rain that
 takes the 






















 like grass 
and wal-
nut 
pollen,  are 
able
 to blow 
farther  
See  ALLERGIES. 
page  10 
expenses.  
I 
lie largest expense, 
$1.3 






















as well as 
retire-
ment, vacation and sick-
leave credit. 
Employee benefits  in the '92-
93 fiscal 














emplooc  s 
if other 
bookstores. 
According to the Per-
sonnel Office at 
Cal  State Fresno, 
required 
benefits
 at CSF are 
vision, dental and medical. 
Incomes of salaried employees 
at other college book-
stores 
vary a great 
deal.  
Although other col-
leges were willing to dis-
close salary information, 
Sur refused to give any 
information regarding 
his salary. %%lien asked, 
Duval, director of Spartan Shops, 
also refused to 
release informa-
tion. 
According to `srs person-
nel (Ali( 
e. I.ai I 
avlor.  man-
ager









a )car, plus beliclit.s. 
Dave Painter, manager of the 
San Jose City College bookstore, 
also receives benefits  on top of 
his  $49,000 a year salary. He 
and  
other management are given 
full 




Other  operating expenses 
Spartan Bookstore incurs 
include office supplies, tele-
phone 
toll  costs and security ser-
vices.
 
According to Duval, the Book-





organized for the private gain of 
See  BOOKSTORE. page 11 
Jazzing
 it up at 
SJSU 








 British Columbia, 
visited  
the SJSU 
music department  
Tuesday
 








director Keith Woodward, Erin McGann and Gregory Sim. 
2 
Monday.  April 27, 
i994 
Editorial 
Restructure Social Security 
or fund will go bankrupt 
Iii
 35 years, the Social Security trust fund 
will go broke. Every time you go to pick 
up your paycheck, you can see little by lit-




 Security, you'll never 
see 
it again. 
Last Tuesday, House Ways and 
Means Chair-
man Dan Rostenkowski 
proposed  the biggest 
Social Security overhaul since 1983. 
Rostenkow-
ski said his program would ensure
 75 years of 
solvency. He said he 
would not push the mea-
sure this year because
 Congress is consumed 
with
 health-care reform. 
If the bill is enacted, it would 
cut the January 
1995 cost-of -living adjustment for 
beneficiaries  
from 3 percent to 2.5 percent, 
resulting  in an 
average 
retiree's
 receiving $3 a month less than 
expected.
 
The  bill would also lower the
 income thresh-
old, decreasing the percent of 
Social Security 
benefits that count as taxable income from 85 
to 50. The 
budget  passed last year by the 
Clin-
ton administration imposed
 such a tax on high-
er -earning Social Security recipients. 
Rostenkowski's  plan would also 
reduce bene-
fits by up 
to
 20 percent for the most affluent 
retirees and would also 
gradually  increase the 
payroll-tax rate for employers 
and workers from 
6.2 percent of wages 
to 8.15 percent. 
Every time hard-working
 Americans receive 
their paychecks, they cringe and moan 
at the 
FICA deduction. The government 
reassures  the 
working class that their hard-earned money will 
be repayed when they reach the 
golden  age of 
65. Simple math says that anyone currently 
30 
or younger will not receive any benefits
 by the 
time they are old enough to be eligible.
 
With health awareness growing in this coun-
try, people are living longer, meaning that more 
people are eligible to receive 
benefits  in 35 
years.
 
Working Americans who have paid for Social 
Security over the years deserve to get 
their 
money back. Their 
Social  Security benefits 
should be 
guaranteed. 
If the government has to reform Social Secu-
rity to make sure that we all get 
our  hard earned 
money
 back, then they had, better do it. If the 
money in the Social Security fund is only 
used
 
to pay back the money that was put 
into
 it, then 
there shouldn't be a 
problem paying it back. 
By the time we reach the age of 65, 
we'll  
need the benefits in order to survive.
 There is  
no way the government should take our money 
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I'm not complaining 
bout a bad grade or 
lamenting my love life. I'm refer-
ring to the small, furry animals 
with long tails and beady eyes. 
These rodents have been the 
recipients of a centuries -old bum 
rap, which  I 
would like to 
change. My love of rats began in 
high school when our science 
lab rats had babies. After a bit of 
research and thought, I became 
a rat owner. 
Are you envisioning a large, 
hostile
 and unkempt creature 
scampering out from the dark 
corner of an attic?
 Such rats do 
exist; I admit I would not want 
to
 
meet one either! 
However,  the 
stigma attached to rats is unfair. 
They cannot be stereotyped any 
more than people can. 
There are numerous rat 
species, including the bushy-
tailed woodrat (also
 known as 
the packrat for its habit of col-
lecting 
assorted  junk), the kan-
garoo rat that 
jumps  over eight 
feet, the African giant rat that 
measures up to three feet long 
and the 
spiny  rat, whose fur has 
evolved into tiny bristles. 
Black rats have been called 
"roof rats" and "ship rats."
 Brown 
rats are also known
 as "barn 
rats," "house rats," and "sewer 
rats." Both have many color vari-
ations. Whatever aliases are used, 
it's these two with which humans 
have co-existed for so long, yet 
have understood so little. Com-
mon pet rats are 
descendants  of 
these, mainly the
 brown rat 
Rats were not the direct cause 
of the bubonic plagues that 
swept through medieval Europe. 
It was the fleas




that harbored the disease; a hap-
less peasant 
could fall ill from 
sharing  his cottage with a flea-
infested dog or cat as well. 
The phrase
 "dirty rat" is a mis-
nomer.  Despite the conditions in 




 My two rats 
spent up to 10 
minutes  licking 
and 
smoothing  their fur. They 
even used their paws to scrub 
their faces and 
ears, which is 
more
 than some people do! Rats 
designate one 
area of their cage 
as a restroom,"




A rat's long tail, 
often  a turn-
off for many people, is impor-
tant for survival. The tiny scales 
"ruffle" out when the rat is 
climbing, 
which  provides a good 
grip. They can wrap their tails 
around
 your wrist for security. A 
gentle tail tug 
can  remind a rat 
that it's 
getting  "out of bounds," 
though they should 
never be 
picked
 up this way.
 
High  intelligence is another
 
rat
 trait, their ability 
to quickly 
navigate mazes being just one 
example.
 Mine recognized and 
responded
 to different tones of 
voice. 
When I opened the cage, my 
first
 rat would pick up the 
sock  
she slept on and fling
 it at my 
hand
 when she wanted 
a fresh 
one. After playing in my room, 
she taught ME that by hopping 
on my 
lap she wanted to return 
to the cage. 
My second 
rat knew the subtle 
differences in the noises each of 
her treats made in their contain-
ers. She developed strict prefer-
ences for which stuffed animals 
and rat toys she played with. She 
also knew 
where  to look if they 
were missing. 
Rats express emotions and 
personality. 
Contented  rats grind 
their teeth, often quite loudly. 
My rats did this if I rubbed them 
or gave them 
attention
 after 
being gone all day. My second 
rat even touched noses with 
me 
as a greeting! Very happy or 
excited rats may also 
pop their 
eyes or 




Nervous rats groom 
them-
selves rapidly or flatten them-
selves on the ground. Annoyed 
rats may peep when touched, 
place their 
teeth  lightly on you, 
or simply turn around 
and direct 
their hind end at you. Angry rats 
whip their tails back and forth 
and fluff 
up their fur. 
I could 
continue  my discourse 
with more facts and 
anecdotes, 
but  I think I have already 
achieved 
my purpose. I simply 
want to share
 the good side of 
rats and perhaps 
debunk a few 
prejudices along the way. 
Though I currently do not 
have pet rats, the topic remains 
close to my heart I truly do love 
them. 
Shari 
Kaplan  is a Daily copy 
editor and columnist.
 Her column 
appears every other Wednesday. 
Don't take 
unnecessary 
risks with life 
Last
 Tuesday night, I 
wasn't at work, 
where  I 
usually  am at that time. 
Nor 
was I studying for another 
exam. Of all the
 places in the 
world, I was 
watching  my father 
lie in a 
hospital  bed. 
Under the softness of the pink 
chiffon
 hospital blanket 
my father 
lay watching TV, 
playing
 with the 
channels to 
relieve  his anxiety. 
Tubes snaked 
in and out of his
 
body as 
an occasional nurse 
would 




strange for me to see a 
man 
so tough,
 so strong and 
so unre-
lenting
 fall victim to failing 
health.  
Earlier that morning I had 
found my father lying lifelessly in 
bed even though it svas 9 am. and 
he is usually  up at that time. 
While getting ready for school, I 
could hear him coughing harshly 
minute after minute
 as his loud 
gasps echoed through the
 hall-
way. I opened the door to his bed-
room and peered in, ever so 
slightly,
 to find my father endur-
ing his coughing
 spasms and com-
plaining of chest
 pains. 
1 knew he would never tell my 
mother he was 
feeling ill, so I 
immediately called 
her at work. 
She took him to the
 hospital, 
while I was forced to concentrate 




 is it that the 






wasn't until the 
afternoon  that my 
mother called to tell me 
my father 





 were keeping him 
overnight to 
monitor his health 
and take a series of tests.
 They 
diagnosed my father with angina, 
a condition that occurs when the 
heart doesn't receive enough oxy-
gen. 
One thing 
about my father: 
he's a smoker. 
A pack a day or a 
pack and a half. He's been addict-
ed to smoking 
almost
 all his life 
since he was in his teenage years 
 up  until Tuesday 
at the age of 
62.  
My father's back 
home now, 
taking a 
multitude  of pills. Of 
course, his 
doctor advised him he 
should  no longer 
smoke.  He 
hasn't, but I can 
only imagine 
what he feels like when he must 
satisfy his addiction with a stick 
of 
beef jerky instead of a 
nicely 
packed stick of nicotine.
 
This isn't
 a lesson advising 
smokers 




Instead, it is for 
all my readers 
to question 
and wonder why it 
takes a catastrophe
 before we 
wake up and realize
 that we have 
to change. My father
 was this 
close  this close
 to dancing with 
death. Why is it that the
 edge of 




 that risky? The fact is 
sometimes 
people  aren't so lucky.
 
There is no 
chance  to rectify their 
lives, no chance 
to make a turn-
around  and see life 
from another 
perspective. 
After all, life 
doesn't
 have to be 
a 
game
 of Russian 
roulette.  
Michelle
























 the  
plans 
to 












































































































































 It will 
push 
cyclists
































pedestrians  and 
two
 lanes of 











































 could be on 



















(we're not all 
dare 
devils). 
Bike  safety 
standards  or 














 for a long 
time. The 
students  need to be 
involved  in the 
decision
 making process.
 So please 
Dean
 Batt, 
whatever  you do, 
keep  us informed. 
John Press, 
Graduate  Student, 
Secondary 






 be issue 
On a recent sunny spring afternoon, I found myself 
literally breaking into a sweat 
as
 I sat in BC 210.! wasn't 
sick, nor was I nervous or 
embarrassed.  I was trying to 
listen to my professor in the 
sweltering  heat that's often 
the norm in the 
Business Classrooms 
building  at SJSU.  
As
 one of Silicon Valley's top 
producers
 of skilled work-
ers, SJSU should provide 
its students with a learning 
environment that is safe, clean 
and comfortable. 
Whether 
it's day or night, spring 
or








 have been 
abandoned  some time
 ago by 
facilities 
management  at SJSU.
 The heat is 
unbearable  
much of the 
time,  most notably
 on the second
 and 
third floors. The 
fact that the 
windows  do not 
open  not 
only


















ing  can 
remain
 so hot,
 since the 
entrance 
doors  hang 
wide
 open 
most  of the 
time. I'm 




 it is 
costing
 the 
school  to 















 of the building. 
As an 
SJSU  






















Hall.  I 
would  also 
like to 




































































one  is 
demanding
 




























































least  on 
par 





































































 in the 
university 
at large. 























 to the 
infor-
mation 











































































San lose State 
University  











































































































































































7p.m.,  DBH 
133.  










SU. Call 924-6261 
WORLD
 MUSIC 











 is available to SJSU 
students, 
faculty and 
staff  organizations 
for free. 
Dr.adline is Spin., two  clays
 brfore publica-
tion. Forms
 are available 
at the Spartan 
DBH 209. Limited space 
may Late 
reducing the number
 of entries 
UN's 50th anniversary 
celebration in the 
works 
SAN  FRANCISCO





a 14-month campaign 
designed 
to build public aware-
ness for next year's 
50th  anniver-
sary of the 




 the birthplace 
of the global organization, will 
play 
a prominent role in world-
wide observances 
that




year, culminating at UN 
headquarters in New York. 
In 1945, as 
World  War II 
neared an end, 
representatives  
from 50 nations 
gathered in San 
Francisco. 
Over the course of two 
months they came up with the 
United Nations charter, which 




At a news conference Mon-
day, 
UN50  Committee co-chair-
man Frank Tatum said organiz-
ers expect to spend about $2 




 Most of that money 
will be raised through private 
donations, he said. 
Both UN Secretary General 
Boutros Boutros-Ghalt and Pres-
ident Clinton will be invited to 















 LEE,P  
%1ST hAll 
KRON-TV's weekend anchor reporter Catherine
 Heenen, right, talks with SJSU students Kimberli 
Hutchison. left, and David Heck in Heck's 
dorm 
room Tuesday. 
Heenan  is 
working on a story about the 
problems
 and changes 
facing
 today's college student. 
Deputies
 hunt cougar




 (AP)  Trackers
 hunt-
ed Tuesday
 for the 
mountain  
lion
 they say 
stalked
 and killed 
a 
jogger in the rugged 
Sierra Neva-
da foothills











Sunday  in 
the
 isolated 
Auburn  Lake 
Trails area
 of El 





had  been 
attacked  by a 
cougar  
that bit 
her  neck and 
crushed 
her 
skull,  then 
dragged
 the par-
tially consumed body about 
300  
feet and 
buried  it under leaves 
and debris. 
Experts
 said mountain lions 
often conceal
 their prey and 
return 





results,  said in a written 
statement that 
Schoener appar-
ently was running along
 the trail 
when the lion 
jumped
 onto the 
path about
 20 feet behind 
her and attacked her from the 
rear. 
The force of the animal's 
assault knocked her off 
the  path 
down a steep slope. She stnig-
gled to  her feet, was attacked, 
then moved further down the 
slope "to a location where the 
final attack occurred," 
the sher-
iff's report said. 
Investigators said the 
120-pound, 5
-foot -8 Scho-
ener tried to 
fight off the 
animal. "Defensive
 wounds 
on Barbara's forearms and 
hands make it apparent she
 
did struggle with 
the lion," 
the sheriffs report said. 
A 
lion's prints were identified 
on and near the
 path. 
"There's no question she was 
attacked by a mountain lion," 
said sheriff's Sgt. James Roloff. 
State experts said Schoener is 
believed to 
be
 the first person 
this century 
killed  in California 
during an actual mountain lion 
attack. 
In 1909, a woman and child in 
Santa Clara 
County were 
attacked and died later from 
rabies. 


















Macintosh Clutha* 650 8/230, Macintosh" 
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aims' 08' a month with 
the .4pple Ovum/
 ben 
Right now, you could 
take
 home one of the 
country's
 best-selling personal
 notebook computer. 
They're  all powerful, easy to 
use and more affordable 
than
 
computers'  for incredibly low monthly payments. 
By 
ever. B 
that simple. So, stop
 by your Apple 
Campus  




Macintosh"  line or grab a 
PowerBook',
 
the most popular 
Oii'll
 be amazed 
what





qualifying for the Apple Computer Loan,
 you can   
Reseller for
 further information. 
For 
all  of 





Computer  Department 
 924-1809 
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at a time 
ABOVE LEFT: Bay 
area comic Sabrina 
Matthews 
does her 
routine in the Student 
Union amphitheater 
Tuesday as 
part  of 
SJSU's gay Pride -
week. She recently 





























































 buildings, if repairs 
are 



















clauses  and 



















insurance  payments, and 
con-
struction permits and crews. 
"It's a waiting game to 
see 
which building owner 
comes  
back and when," said Cathy 
Scullin, a broker at Zugsmith-
Thilid,  a commercial real estate 
firm in Encino. And  if they do, 
she asked, -Do they come back 
intact, or 
crippled  because they 
lost their tenants?" 
Neal Tenen, one of seven 
lawyers 
who shared offices 
at the badly damaged 
Sherman 
Oaks Atrium, 
said he may 
find new office space if the four-




Tenets and other lawyers are 
talking about buying a small 
office building of their own. 
"It's going to be a close call" 
whether the owner meets the 
deadline, he said. "There could 
be a mad rush to finish." 
The owner of Sherman Oaks 




But the Atrium's leasing 
agent, John Sabourin of Beitler 
Commercial Realty Services, 
said the owner 
had earthquake 
insurance. 















GOOD TO NEW 
CUSTOMERS 
ONLY








 THIS AD 
study
 (stud e). noun.
 1. a room in 
a house used 
for  
reading. verb.
 2. the act of 
reading or paying 
close 
ntion  for the 
purposed  of gaining 
knowledge. 
. the belongings acquired
 over time that serve 
diate purpose. 2. 
objects that seem to merely occupy  
hings that 
should
 be stored at Safe Place Storage! 
(stoo'ka):  noun.l. a German two seated dive 
ber  used successfully 





















6880 Santa Teresa Blvd. 
Bernal Road Exit 




















 9am to 6pm 
Sunday: 9am to 5pm 
Gate 
Hours  
Monday  thru 


















 of the 
Rocky Mountains 
(ranking  by U.S. News and World Report) 
has to offer: 
 Small and personal classesmost have fewer than 20 
students 
 An intimate campus 
 Classes taught by Santa Clara 
faculty
 
 Reduced tuitionjust $500 to $625 per class 








 transfer of most units 
 A wide range of 
the courses you needfrom 
liberal 
arts core to pre-med
 
 A 














































YOUR  WHEELS ARE SOMETHING 
SPECIAL, TOO. 
There's a Ford or Mercury Just Like You... 
and Your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury
 Dealer Has a 
Graduation
 Present to 
Help  Make it Your Own... 
 
$400




speaking,  what you
 drive 
says a lot about who you are. So why 
not say you're one of the most exciting, 
fun -loving, even sensible people going? 
In other words, why not say 
it with a 
sporty new 
Ford or Mercury? 
Now's the perfect time to 
make  a 
personal statementbecause the 1994 
Ford & Mercury College Graduate 
Purchase Program** gives you your choice 
of $400 cash back or a special 
finance rate* when you buy a new 
Ford 
or
 Mercury. Or lease your vehicle 
and 
get $400 cash 
back!  
Plus, Ford 
Credit  can offer qualified 
applicants  pre-approved credit up to 
$18,000 or the MSRP, 
whichever  is 
lower, which could 
mean  no down pay-
ment on finance purchases. You may also 
defer purchase payments for 120 days 
in most states 
(excluding  Michigan, 




So take time out to see your Ford or 
Lincoln-Mercury dealer today and ask 
about the College Graduate Purchase 
Program. (It's a terrific way to show the 
world
 just how smart you really are!) 
`Special
 Finance
 rote olternotive and Ford Credit
 programs not ovoilable on leases 
...To
 be eligible you must graduate with a bachelor's or groduate degree. or be enrolled in graduate school,
 between I/1/94 




oil other notional customer incentives, except for other Ford private offers, 
including 




purchase  or lease your new vehide between 
If




 and vehicle restrictions apply, so see your dealer for details 







1-800-321-1536  for 
Details on the 









TAKE ADVANTAGE OF 
THE 
GM COLLEGE GRAD PROGRAM! 
You've worked hard, accomplished your goals and earned
 your 
diploma. Now it's time to do something
 nice for yourself. 
GRADUATES  GET $400 OFF FROM GM! 
If you are about to 
graduate
 or are a grad student, you may 
qualify:  
You can
 receive a $400 discount on any new 
Chevrolet,  Chevy truck, 
or GEO. Best of all,
 this special discount is available 
in addition to 
most other rebates and incentives. 
TAKE A TEST 
DRIVE AND GET A FREE 
GIFT! 
If you're eligible for 
the GM College Grad Program.
 this special offer 
is for 
you.
 Simply test drive any Chevrolet.  
Chevy  tnick or Geo and 
you'll 
receive your choice of a leather
 portfolio, 
electronic  data bank, or compact disc! 
This offer is valid for six 
months  prior to graduation and one year after 
graduation.  
Grad students 
may qualify for the program while 
they  are enrolled for one year after 
graduation. Offer










*Parts  and 
installation.
 
*Install  new 
Filter and 
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- Licensed smog check station. 
- Never a charge for a retest. 
-
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Shop one of 























buyers  bonus. 
ythe 
the 
Automobile  People 
4201 Stevens Creek 
Blvd.,
 Santa aara 




for John Segal 
-,xe
 does not include 
tax,
 keine or doc 
fees.  Subject to prior sale, offer expires the 













900 West Capitol Expressway 
San Jose, CA 
(408)  266-9500 
'Legal stuff: Price plus 
tax, license & doc fees. Price shown 
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 . . 
By Michelle Lau 







glory  with home 
runs 
and runs









Lucky  for SJSU 
softball, the 
Spartans are











pitchers  Dena 
Pitts,  Corina 
Lilly and Amy Phillips
 are working 
hard  to pull 
their  weight. 
"Bringing in 
three  freshmen 
was a huge 
risk  to face the kind 
of competition we 
are up against. 
Not a lot 
of





Nelson  said. But 
when recruiting these three
 top-
notch pitchers, Nelson 
ignored 
the risk, only to seize the jackpot. 
"All three are a 
foundation for 
the team. They 
proved  early on 
that they were great ball players," 
she said. 
Dena Pitts 
Living in a 
Nevada  Native 
American 
reservation  called 
Dresslenille,




is half Washoe and half 
Paiute, may have 
never realized 
how far her fastball would take her. 
"I 
never  heard of San Jose 
State before," 
she said. That is 
until 
Coach  Nelson opened  
the 
doors  
the doors that would 
lead Pitts to the 
Spartan mound. 













 until Pius 
was nine 
years 
old when she really 
began  to 






Pius said that 
her first year 
at 















 of the game.
 It's all 
pretty





in the Big 













played  in 
front of such 
large crowds,
 she said 
it is 




a game. In 




 to attend a 
four-year 
Division-I school. 
"There's  not 








what I do 








who look up to 
me.  So, 
I 
feel
 a lot of pressure
 that I have 
to do 
well  and set an 







where  Pitts 
starred  as a 
pitcher for
 four years, she 
was  hon-
ored as an 
All -State Player 
of
 the 
Year during her 
last  three years 




 four times. 
But 











be able to throw 
hard," Pitts said. 
It didn't matter
 where I threw
 it 
or how I 
threw it. I 
























 took a 
long time 
for me to get
 used to." 
"It was 
hard  from 
being
 the best 
in high
 school to 
having  to start 
over 
with





off  to a pretty 
good
 start, Pitts










 of stuff," 
she said. 
"It's  bad 
luck to 
think  about it. 
It's  good, 
but if 
you're
 in a game 
and you 
have a no 
hitter
 going, if 
you  think 
about  it 
(success)
 too much, 
then 
it's 
going  to go bad 
and
 some-
one s going 
to
 get a hit." 
Nelson called 
Pitts a "doer." 
"Dena is like a box
 of dyna-
mite. She
 looks quiet, 
reserved 
and




 when you 
open the 
box, she's 
awesome,"  Nelson 
said, 




When  it 
comes  to a 
softball  
resume
 of honors 
and awards, 
Corina 
Lilly  has more 
than
 just a 
few 
credits  to 
her





years at Norte 
Vista 
High  School in 
Riverside, she 
pitched for
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I/ MOW F Ourenr, 
Imagine Getting 




Get 25% off labor or a free 
box of 
diskettes on your first visit 
Bring in this ad for a special offer 
on top-notch Mac or PC service 
from your local SERVICenter. 
On your first visit, get 25% 





from repairs to a 
system wellcheck to 
a memory upgrade. 
It's all backed 
by  
Digital,  with fast 
turnaround  
for all 
kinds and brands of 
PC products, printers, 
and 
related  peripherals. So bring in 
your 




 even just a question. 
What could be smarter than great 
service




Caribbean  Drive, Sunnyvale, (403) 7474781 











From left to right. Spartan 
freshmen Corina Lilly, Dena
 Pitts and Amy Phillips are 
the softball team's starling 
pitchers
 this season. All three 
garnered numerous awards
 and honors through 
their  high school careers. 
few of her 




 two years, high
 school 
Player
 of the Year, 
League
 MVP 
her senior year, 
three  years first-
team 
All -County and





But in her first
 year as a 
human performance
 major, Lilly 
said
 she is still not
 satisfied with 
her softball performance. 
"It's 
almost





 I have got to get 
down. I have a 





 Other than 
that, I 




pretty well for the 




knows  all too well  
Lilly's need 
to be a perfectionist.
 
"Corina is wry hard on 
herself,"  
Nelson said. "She has 
come
 from a 
positive, clearly directed 
family. 
And she doesn't take shortcuts." 
At the
 tender age of six, Lilly 
watched her father
 teach her 
older sister the dynamics of 
soft-
ball.
 But Lilly, who Coach Nelson 
described as "a doer not a 
look-
er," could not just sit idly by and 
watch 
her  older sister play. 
"I was supposed to 
play baseball, 
but! didn't want to play with 
the  
boys," 




 I was actually too 
ung to play on 
my sister's team, 
but  they let me play 
anyway"  
Now Lilly, who has a 2.49 ERA 
in 134.67
 innings, is no longer a 
child, but a 19
-year -old young 
woman who 
has blossomed into a 
conditioned, strong
 pitcher and an 
asset to the Spartan
 softball team. 
"Corina is a 
good pitcher," 
Pitts said. "She's
 always confident 
and never
 panics. I like how she 
pitches. I 
throw hard, but she 
mixes up 
her  balls well and she 
stays focused." 
With an 11-10 record, 83 
strikeouts and six shutouts 
so far, 
Lilly has aspirations of playing on 
the 1996 Olympic  
team in 
Atlanta. 




 football and 
basketball  




 as her inspiration




 never had 
anybody
 to 
push him to excel at his sport," 




 on his own. I 
wonder if I 
would  have put that 
time in it if he 
wasn't there to help 
me. I appreciate
 all the extra time 
he spent pitching 
with me at 10:30 
at night
 in the wind and cold." 
It 
appears
 that Lilly puts the 
pressure on herself, not her 
coach 
or
 her father. 
"If I didn't want to do it, I 
don't 
have  to. It's a different 
kind of pressure. They (her 
father 
and her coach) know 
what I'm capable 
of and they 
keep pushing me to make sure it 
comes out. It's not a negative 
pressure," she said. 
One 
thing  is for sure. Lilly said 
she never gives up 
and she doesn't 
let people
 stand in her way. 
Opponents should heed to that 
warning, 
because  when Lilly's on 
the mound,




Yuba City, 40 min-
utes north
 of Sacramento, Amy 
Phillips, a 19 -year
-old athletic train-
ing
 major, came to SJSU




was seven years 
old, became 
interested
 in softball 
by watching her 
older sister play. 
Being that she 
is
 very close to 
her parents,
 Phillips said her par-
ents are her 
inspiration.  
'They traveled
 with me every-
where. They 
know  when I get 
down on myself.
 And knowing 
that 
they





 she said. 
Adjusting 
to college life, 
Phillips finds 
it
 difficult to look up 
in 
the softball 
stands,  into the 
faces of the crowd
 and realize that 
her parents 
can't always be there. 
"They've never missed a game 
up 




Coach Nelson said 
she 
first 
recruited  Phillips, she 
found  
the 
young  freshman to 
be big-
hearted, loyal
 and sincere. 
"She is 
one of the hardest 
workers 
on the team. Amy is a 
good, balanced, happier person, 
but  she stands her ground. As a 
competitor, she
 gets better 
and  
better," 
Coach Nelson said. 
Phillips, who 
lives  in Allen Hall, 





 hard work, 




"I've  gone a 
long way. 
I've 
grown up a lot," 
she said. 
Ranked No.
 6 in the Big 
West, 
Phillips,  who 
has




 innings, said 





at such a 
young  stage 
in
 her life. 
Her 
ranking  in 
the
 Big West 
can  
also be 
attributed  to 
her  8-5 
record, 38 
strikeouts,  one 
no-hit-
ter and four shutouts. 
"I know 
that I face 
seniors,  so 
I feel privileged. 
Yet I also know 
that I've 
worked  hard," 
she said. 
She feels that 
she  has earned 
her 
respect  on the 
team,
 espe-
cially with older 
ball players. 
"I don't
 know how 
freshman
 
are supposed to 
be treated, but 
they treat us with 
respect,  like 
we've 
been there with 
them
 all 
the time," she said. 
Although
 she played 
varsity 
softball all 
four  years in high 








 Channel 3 in 
Sacramento as 
Player of the 
Week, Phillips admits 
that early 




"Practice is a 
lot tougher than 
high school," 
she  said. "There's 
really no 
breaks.
 You're running 
all the time, hitting,
 pitching and 
fielding. For one the pitching 
mound is three feet back. The 
ball  is harder and there's a lot of 
conditioning," she said. 
Overall, Coach Nelson defines 
these three as the hidden 
weapons of the Spartan softball 
team. She even goes as far as to 
call them the three best colle-
giate pitchers in the country. But 
this is just the beginning. After 
all, Dena Pius, Corina Lilly and 
Amy 
Phillips  have more than just 
a few years ahead of them. If this 
is how they're doing now, the 
Spartan softball team -has a victo-









Technical Support and Quality Assurance Departments 
Challenging 
Positions  in Technical Support 
and Quality Assurance 
Banner Blue is seeking recent or 
prospective gradu-
ates to apply for 
challenging
 positions in Techni-
cal Support and 
Quality
 Assurance. The ideal
 can-
didates have top-notch 
communication and prob-
lem solving skills, strong 
familiarity with DOS and 
Windows, and 






SUPPORT - Do you 
have
 a knack 
for 
teaching  people about 
PCs?
 In this position you 
will provide 
phone  support for 
IBM  E'C software 
programs,
 troubleshoot customer
 problems, test 




development  teams. 
Working  in this 
environment  is a great way to 
launch yourself into 
product design, 
technical
 writing, project 
manage-
ment, quality assurance or 
product  marketing. 
QUALITY  ASSURANCE -You can 
be
 a key player 
in developing popular software that sells in retail
 
computer stores. You will ensure 
quality  by test-
ing
 new software programs under development, re-
porting bugs, and creating test matrices and tasks. 
Interested and qualified applicants can also write 
automated testing programs in C or Microsoft Test. 
Banner Blue at a Glance 
Banner Blue Software develops 
and  markets 
unique software products for IBM and Macintosh 
personal computers. We aim to be the leader in 
every market category we enter. The company 
was founded 
in
 1984 by Kenneth 
L. Hess. Today, 
Banner  Blue has a 
diversified  product 
line  and an 
installed base 
of over 750,000 
users.  Most re-
cently, Microsoft 
Corporation teamed
 up with 
Banner 
Blue to develop
 a new 
productMicrosoft  
Organization  Chart.





 chart program, 
Microsoft 
Organization Chart
 is included as a 
standard  feature 
of







With  about 50 employees,
 our size promotes
 a 
unified, team -like approach
 to business. It also 
makes Banner Blue
 an outstanding learning
 










 for growth, 










 Blue, you 
will




 a small 
company,  with 
few of the 
risks.  We have 
been profitable










 talent by 
training  and 
promoting  
from  within. 
Banner  Blue's 
salaries  are 
competi-
tive, and
 our benefits outstanding. 
Send resume and cover 
letter 
(required)  to: 































students from DeAnza 
College toured SJSU Tuesday 
including,  from left 
TIM  ICAOSPARTAN 
DAILY 
to right, 










































will devastate the Callifoi 
economy, cause a rush of / 
panics
 to leave California  
will crush
 
our flag 1k 
reco;,/  : 




Martyn Hi )pper. slat/ 




"I can assure you 
small busi-
ness will pull out every stop to 











announced they were turning in 
more than a million signatures. 
They need valid signatures of at 
least 677,554 registered yxners to 
make









 said Howard °welts 
of 
the 
Congress  of 
California
 




 labor and 
senica
 I-
zens groups backing the 
pmpos-
al.  









If approved by 
voters,  the ini-
tiative  would set up a 
state  
health care system 
headed  by .111 
elected 











health  care- 
providei s 
to 
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film, video, and 





































Fountain  Blues 4/24 
Edward James Olmos 5/3 
Karen




 office, Rm. 350 
Student Union. 
for more information call 924-6339 




































































































JOSE,  (AP)  Johan 
GarpenTov's 
decisive goal with 
8:08 
gone 
in the filial period 
Tuesday
 night gave
 the San Jose 
Sharks a 6-4 
victory
 over the 
Detroit  Red Wings 
and a 3-2 lead 
in their NHL
 playoff series. 
The Western Conference 
series 
shifts  to Detroit for 
Game
 
6 on Thursday with the Red 
Wings,  the conference's top -




Sergei Makarov scored twice 
for the Sharks, giving him five 
playoff goals. Red Wings 
defenseman Nicklas Lidstrom 
also had two goals, both in the 
third 
period.  
After the Red 
Wings closed to 
4-3 on Lidstrom's shorthanded 
goal, his second, with 6:44 gone, 
Garpenlov scored what proved 
to be the game -winner. He 
scored his first playoff goal on a 
1 -on -1 break, shooting over 





 his stick, and
 a deked 
Bob Essensa





 remaining in 
the  game, fir-
ing 
a slap shot 
from  the 
point  
that 
rebounded  into 















Essensa's  pads. 
San 
Jose goalie Arturs 
Irbe 
held on 
after  that. He 
faced  35 
shots, 









2:08 into the final
 period, 
stealing the puck 
from Slava 
Kozlov in the 
neutral
 zone and 
firing a 35
-foot  slap shot past 
Detroit 
goalie  Bob Essensa. 
Makarov  broke a 2-2 tie with 
1:15 left in the second  period.
 
Igor Larionov, 
who had three 
assists,
 brought the puck across 
the 




dumped  it back to 
Makarov, who 
skated
 in and 
wristed 





who hadn't played 
since giving up five goals in 
Game 1, saved
 15 of 19 shots 
after 
taking





Detroit's chief problem 
was its 





less in its 
last
 eight opportunities 







 game but 
lamed fewer than
 nine minutes, 
getting yanked for 
ils.sensa after 
the Sharks 
scored  two early 
goals. 
San Jose converted its first 
shot of the game, taking a 1-0 
lead on the power play on 
Makarov's fourth goal. Makarov 
took the puck off the stick of 
Vladimir Konstantinov in the 
crease and slipped the puck 
underneath Osgood's right leg 
2:47 into the game. 
VMS' 
WEDNESDAY
 NITE CINEMA 
7:30PM 






 THIS SHOWING 
AND OTHER EVENTS. PHONE 
(408) 924-6261 
SEASON PASSES ARE AVAILABLE 
IN THE 
ASSOCIATED
 STUDENTS BUSINESS OFFICE.
 
STUDENT
 UNION, OR ANY SHOW NIGHT 
THE SPRING
 SEASON IS PRESENTED BY 
THE 
AS.SCSIATED
 STUDENTS PROGRAM 
BOARD 
COMING SOON: 
MRS. DOUBTFIRE MAY. 4TH 
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treatments  are 
available















 skin "scratch" tests to 
determine
 the allergen 








If an inflammation 
occurs,
 the patient is 
treated with shots of serum that 
gradually build 
the body's
 tolerance toward that particular aller-
gen. 
Both the skin 
tests  and shots are free to 
students who 
paid  the health fee. 
In comparison,
 the Samaritan Asthma 
& Allergy 
Center
 in Los Gatos charges $4.50 
for each of the
 101 scratches and $18 for each 
shot.  
The shots 
are  weekly at first, moving up to 
once a month for three or four years. 
The 
students
 who begin treatment
 
this 
semester  won't find relief until the 
following spring.
 according to Rodenbaugh,
 
adding  that 50 students currently 
get the senun 
shots. 
Meanwhile, cortisone
 nose inhalers provide 
temporary relief by reducing inflammation in 
the nasal 
passages.  
According  to Rodenbaugh, the tendency
 
to become allergic is inherited. 
Sophomore Tiffany 
Pritchard,  who 
suffers from allergies year-round, inherited 
hay fever from her mother. 
Unfortunately, cortisone inhalers didn't help 
her condition and she has little faith its serum 
shots. 
"My mom and 
brother both took 
them and didn't get any better," Pritchard 
said, who buys over-the-counter anti-
histamines when her allergies really get bad. 
Rodenbaugh said he hopes 
patients  have no 
more problems once 
they're  through with their 
shots, but occasionally 
allergies  recur. 
Hyposensitization, as the
 process is called, is 
effective with 80 
percent of patients. 
Students interested in seeing Rodenbaugh 
can make an appointment
 in the Health build-
ing at Student Health Services. 
Make
 a Difference at SJSU. 
MARTIN GEESPARTAN DAILY 
Campus Vie*i) °GT 
  Rapper pleads no 
contest, gets two years 
Student 
Specials  Like Never Before! 
Katie Blooms wants to thank SJSU students with... 
Student
 ... 
Happy  Hour 
& 
Party Nights  
Every Tues. & Wed. 
 Contests 
 Beer Specials 
+ 
A chance to win airline 








 the poets meet" 
on the 
First  St side of the Pavilion 
150 S. 1st Street 
Mon. - Thur. 8 - 10 pm 
 Drink Specials 























































3250 CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY 
SANTA CLARA, 
CA 95051 
LOS ANGELES (AP)  
"Beastie 
Boys"  rapper Adam 
Horovitz pleaded no contest 
to beating a "Hard Copy" 1V 
cameraman
 during a memo-





plea Tuesday in 
Municipal Court to a 
single misdemeanor battery 
charge.  
He 
was  sentenced to 
two




 200 hours of communi-
ty service and told to make 
restitution to Herbert Goe-
bert. 
Prosecutors said Horovitz 
and an unidentified man 
beat Goebert on Nov. 2 when 
he refused to give them 
videotape of people arriving 
at a memorial service for 
Phoenix, who died of a 
drug  
overdose. 
The service was held 
across the street from 
Horovitz's Mount Olym-
pus home, said Deputy Dis-




Howard Price, said Goebert 
was trespassing at the service. 
Horovitz and two others 
formed "The Beastie Boys" 
in the early 1980s. Their 
1987 album was the first rap 















 can ride 
 Discount with this ad 
IN Geier°. Anderson, 








































































































 there's only allega-
tions." 
Sanders and















dered,  after their 
arrest, said Capt. 
Michael O'Neill of 








and  I told them they 
were 
under arrest," the captain 
said. 
Bell apologized to San 
Diego fans 
Tuesday 
night,  saying, 
"We
 were at the 
wrong 
place at the 
wrong  time. Any 
time 
you're
 in New York,




 want to represent
 the 
team in the right 
way.  We were wrong." 
The 
players  turned
 down a 
deal  
where they 
would  have 
had
 to plead 
guilty 








spend  a day in a 
health semi-
nar and pay 




 on their own 
recognizance 
and are due
 back in 
court 
June  17. 
Most 
of the other suspects picked
 
up in the anti
-prostitution  sweep that 
netted  the players took 
the plea bar-
gain, which is 
offered  to first-time 
offenders. 
During the game, Sanders pitched 1 
2-3 innings
 for his first professional
 
career 
save  in the Padres' 6-3 victory 
over the 
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 display your 











University  Art is 
offering
 this unique, 
completely framed and matted art piece for 
Only 
$7900
 (16 x 20 framed) 
They can be 
purchased


















ANGELES  (AP)  
The
 
skin of a 
brightly colored 




 works without 
the







of epibatidine are 
more
 potent than morphine in 
blocking pain in 
mice,  said Dr. 
Barbara 
Radio  and Dr. John 
Daly, both 
of
 the National Insti-
tutes  of Health in Bethesda, Md. 
Their research 
is still far from 
showing whether the com-




Working with mice at the 
Laboratory of Bioorgan ic 
Chemistry at the 
National  Insti-
tute of Diabetes and Digestive 
and Kidney 
Diseases,  they found 
that the extract from the 
frog 
Epipedobates tricolor 
takes  a 
different path than opioid 
painkillers




Instead of attaching to opiate 
receptors
 in the brain, the frog 
skin extract binds to receptors
 
for nicotine and nicotine -like 
compounds that also 
deaden 
pain, Radio and Daly found. 






Morphine belongs to a group 
of powerful narcotics processed 
from the seeds of the
 opium 
poppy. All work 
by blocking 
pain signals in the brain and 
spinal cord. They include hero-
in, 















surgery, serious injury 
and 
dis-





































































 to Duval, 
this 
money  is turned



















 Board of 
Directors,  1 per-












 goes to 



























that. We also bought 
a warehouse off 
campus to store 
books," he said. 
Spartan  Shops 
is a private 
entity, which 
means  it is not 
funded by the state.
 It reports to 





said the Board 
of
 
Directors approves "large 
amounts of money" from the
 
Spartan Shops net 
profit,
 that 
will be spent for 
improvements 
to the university. It also deter-
mines if students are 
provided  
with effective 
services and makes 
recommendations for improve-
ments to be made within 
Spar-
tan Shops. 
He added that the Board of 
Directors has the "final word" for 
decisions regarding distribution 
of 
the net profits. 
Sometimes employees are 
asked 
to make sacrifices ensur-
ing Spartan Shops breaks even. 
Memula said managers of the 
various divisions of Spartan 
Shops  such as the Dining 
Commons, The Spartan Pub 
and espresso encounter  were 
asked to take a 5 percent pay cut 
last year. However, the shops did 




 5 percent. 
The majority
 of the Spartan 
Bookstore s sales comes
 from 
textbook and 
computer  sales. 
The Bookstore estimated sales of 
new 
and  used books at $3.8 mil-
lion and computer sales at $3.5 
million. 
Actual sales figures for 
the 
'92-93 fiscal year were 
unavailable. 
According to Sur, textbooks
 
are marked up 25 
percent
 every 
year. He said five or six years ago, 
the markup was 20 percent 
Only three 
colleges  and uni-
versities 
listed  on the "Spartan 
Magic Johnson, Sony team up 





 Johnson and 
Sony Pictures 
Entertainment  are 
teaming up to build and man-
age a chain of state-of-the-art
 





said Tuesday that Magic Johnson 
Theatres will offer first -run film 
in minority communities, filling 
Johnson's long-held goal to 
break into the theater business.
 
"Being that
 I go all the time
 
and know so 
many
 actors, I just 
think it's a natural," Johnson 
said in an interview. "And also, 
seeing how great it is business
-
wise, as a moneymaking venture, 
it was just a natural." 
Plans call for the first of the 
theaters to be a 
12 -screen com-
plex to be built in the Baldwin 
Hills Crenshaw Plaza mall, 
southwest of downtown Los 
Angeles.
 The theater is expected 




two days after 
Johnson finished 
his 16 -game











































































































































































































































































Los Angeles Lakers, 
a job he did 
not want to keep. 





 when he was 
asked 
to coach the 
Lakers
 










 to be in 
big business," 
Johnson  said. "I 
never 
wanted  to be a coach, so 
today my excitement level 
was 
like a  little child.
 My excitement 
level was never 










Sony Theatres, a 
subsidiary  of 
Sony Pictures Entertainment. 
Sony Theatres, which operates 
175 theaters in 16 states, 
handle  




management  committee 
will be 
formed with representa-
tives from Sony 
and  Johnson 
Development, where Johnson is 







Sheet"  markup their 
textbook 
prices  less than 25 
percent  West 
Valley 
College  in Saratoga,
 Mis-
sion College in 
Santa Clara, and 
UC Berkeley 
use  a 22 percent 
markup.
 Most of the 
schools on 
the sheet use a 25 
percent  
markup,




ty, and San Jose City 
College.
 
Sur said one 
reason
 for the 
increase in markup
 is that the 
cost of handling textbooks
 has 
risen.  Another factor is the 
enrollment decline. 
A more common problem, 
Sur said, is the shortage or over-
abundance of textbooks ordered 
by professors each semester. He 
said when professors 
order  text-
books, the Bookstore
 fills 100 
percent of the 
order.  However, 
professors  do not always order 
the 
correct  amount. The Book-
store
 must then either pay for 
new  books, because wholesalers 
run out of used books, or 
suffer 
from an overabundance of 
books that are not bought. 





 Sur said. 
'Sometimes  several classes use 
the same book. Students 
will  go 
get 
books from other classes if 
the books for their class are 
gone. Other students are then 

















Smart with PageMartl 
Go
 Local, Regional or Nationwide 
- all with one paged 
Local numeric airtime 
es low as 
$6.95  







 Great Motorola Products 
 Value.Added Senates 
(800)399-2337  


































3rd  @ 
7:30pm
 









































Bookstore  is at 
a disad-
vantage when 
compared  to 
Roberts  Book 
Store  because 
Spartan 
Bookstore  is required to 
fill
 orders completely. Sur 
said 
Roberts can be 
more  choosy 
about
 the books it carries. 
According to the "Facts and 






 than the 
"standard"
 of 25 percent. 
Chabot 
College  in Hayward and 
Foothill College in I.os Altos 
Hills come in 
the highest with a 
28 percent markup. 
General merchandise in the 
Bookstore  has a significantly 
higher markup than textbooks 
do. 'The markup is 40 to 50 per-
cent, which is pretty standard," 
said Sur of non -textbook items. 
He 
said
 much of the mer-
chandise is returnable if it is not 
sold. Often, SJSU merchandise is 
marked down when it isn't
 sold 
because it can't be 
returned  and 
sold somewhere else. 
Sur said many textbooks at 
the bookstore remain unsold 
each semester. As of January, 
according to him, $3 million in 
books remained
 unsold. 
"It's a very 
expensive way to 
handle merchandise," Sur said. 
Duval projects gross
 sales for 
the 1993-94 
year  to be $11.9 mil-
lion. Total expenses are 
estimat-












On The Go 
10 E. First St. 
Morgan  







in shooting  death 
OXNARD, Calif. (AP) 
 A 
rookie police officer 
fatally  shot 
a 
man during a chase that 
fol-
lowed













of Los Angeles. 
Bravo, who 
reportedly  was 
armed,
 was struck by 
four bullets 
in the
 back and side, 
said  Ventu-





gating whether Bravo fired 
at Dolan during the foot 
chase. 
Dolan, 29, was not injured. 
The 
shooting  marks 
the
 fourth time in about six 
months that Oxnard police offi-
cers have been involved






has concluded that 
two 
of the shootings were justi-
fied. 





 Ton Rice Stick 
I Soup 
 Won Ton Noodle Soup 
10% 










262 East Santa Clara St. 
289-8688 
from 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM 
<?..i.r.mTin
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soup and fruit donated by the 
non-profit
 organization Food 
Not
 Bombs. 
The organization is commit-
ted 
to non-violent social 
change through the celebra-
tion and nurturing of life by 
giving out free 
vegetarian  soup 
and fruit. 
Scott Wagers, an SJSU grad-
uate and the organizer of the 
demonstration,
 is involved with 
CI-IA. Wagers
 thinks the City of 
San Jose 
should
 do something 
about the homeless problem. 
'The City has to say we have 
a homeless problem, it's a cri-
sis. 
We
 have to deal with them," 
Wagers said.
 
Wagers believes the poor are 
left out of the equation and 
that people are not homeless 
by choice. Wagers said San 
Jose's priorities are backwards 
and that they need to start sub-
sidizing the poor. 
Wagers said he feels the 
homeless problem can be 
solved by putting 
money  into 
affordable housing 
for all. 
"Homelesness will escalate 
even more as students get out 
of 
college  because there's no 
decent paying jobs," Wagers 
said. 
Often times 
people  blame 
the homeless but 
the  truth is 
that structural problems 
such
 
as the economy, the loss ofjobs 
and the cost of housing can 
cause homelessness, Wagers 
said. 
"It will require 
structural 
solutions, not an 
individual  
solution, 
but  America's favorite 
remedy is 
'you
 nted to pull 
yourself  up,' that's 
the old 
adage in the 
American mind-

























Action  Coalition 
works out of 
Palo
 Alto with 
other  homeless 
groups in the Bay 
Area. The 
coalition is a 
group of students 
and homeless 
people  in Palo 
Alto. 
Aron Dube is a Stanford
 





 get kicked around 
everyday.  Homeless people by 
law are not allowed to sleep on 
any property legally," Dube 
said.'  a crime to be home-
less and yet our society has def-
initely 
not put in the resources 
to remedy the problem." 
Another volunteer partaking 
in the 
demonstration was Emily 
Young. Young is a volunteer for 
the Peace Center and Acts For 




 Young has 
been involved in activism for 
the 
past
 six years. 
"I feel it's a privilege to  see 
what they have to go through 
and I find them to be very gen-
uine people," Young 
said.  "1 
really value the type of people 
that are here." 
Young said this demonstra-
tion will be the first time she 
has done 
anything  like this. 
"When it is raining and cold, 
I shiver. I wish I could do some-
thing more," 
Young said. 
Bernard  Kitchen graduated 
from SJSU in 1982. Kitchen 
said he used 
to work at Lock-
heed before he 
lost  his job and 
became homeless. 
"At first you're shocked, but 
after a while you become a 




less)," Kitchen said. "It ain't 
nice trying to figure out 
where  
you're going 
to sleep at." 
Kitchen 
is
 no longer home-
less. He has his own business 
and currently
 lives in a mobile 
home. He is involved in the 
CHA, Student Homeless 
Alliance and 
The  Voice of the 
Homeless. 
"They try
 to make this (San 
Jose) the headquarters of the 
rich and the capitalists," said 
Frank Prince Edward III, a rep-
resentative of the Voice of the 
Homeless. 
'The American dream is no 




"We can shift all the blame
 but 
the blame goes 
where it's sup-
posed to be  on the politi-
cians and 
the voters of this 
country." 
TIM KAO -SPARTAN 
DAILY  
SJSU philosophy major Steve Naumchik 
supported  the 
homeless by camping 
out  with them Monday night. 
The San Jose Museum of 
Art  was the location of 
the camp out for the 
homeless  and their supporters. 




Typestar'm  10 and
 220 may 
ri he 




 world of portable
 typewriters. 
They print 
crisp,  clean 







have  automatic 
features  
like word and
 character delete, 
underlining
 and centering to make 
it easier to create better looking 










little li ter. 
even a 
built-in  spell 
checker/corrector  
so you don't 
have to drag 
along  a dictionary.
 
What's 
more,  their non -impact 
printing  lets 
you take them 
to quiet places such 
as the library. 
And
 because they can 
also run on batteries,
 you 




 out where you 
can 
pick  up a Typestar personal 
typewriter 
of  your own, call 































































guilty to two 
counts 
of
 felony DUI 
causing  death 
and
 one 
count of DUI 
causing  substantial bod-
ily harm. He also 
was  fined $6,000. 
Owen, 49,
 and Erran Skelton, 20, 
of Incline Village, were killed in the 2 -
car wreck Feb. 4 on U.S.
 395 in Pleas-
ant Valley, south of 
Reno. Owen's 
wife, Elaine, 48, VMS 
badly  injured in 
the wreck, and 
Joos
 suffered a broken 
jaw, wrist and leg. 
Investigators said Joos 
was traveling 
at up to 100 miles
 per hour when his 
car went into a 
500 -foot skid and 
rammed 
into
 Owen's car. His
 blood -
alcohol 












 have been 
sentenced  to as 
much  as 60 years 
in 
prison. He added
 that under 
Nevada's  
sentencing 
laws,  Joos might 
come  up 
for a parole in about








 over the 
past
 21 years.
 He had 
been  the 
agency's  only 
lawyer,
 and later became
 
its main 












signor Louis A. 
Gutierrez  had a 
special
 calling to teach 
children 
about God.
 On Tuesday, he was 








would  have cele-
brated his 30th 
anniversary  as a 
Catholic 
priest this Saturday. 
"He 
brought
 a great measure
 
of Christ's love to 
all whom he 






Mahony in Los 
Angeles.  The two 
had been at seminary together. 
Gutierrez,
 61, was a 
member 
of the 





 and 1970s 
he 
taught children 
at St. Paul High 
School
 in Santa Fe 
Springs and 
Santa Clara 








Consultation  with this Ad 








La Rose Skin Care 
Cupertino Medical & Professional
 
Center 
10311 S. De 
Anza

































enter law school? Or 
do 
























school  is 
really
 like.  
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City, 


















































































 try again, a 
Trans-
port Ministry official said. The 
pilot gave no 
reason.  














was quoted by 








plane was in trouble. 
Flight 








 crew, bound 
from Taipei,
 Tai-








(NHK) said the 
plane  failed in 
an 
attempt to pull 
back














branch  in Japan, 
told reporters  
Chang  and others 
discounted 
reports
 of engine 
trouble in Taipei
 before the 
1,180-mile flight to Nagoya. 
Another witness told 
NHK  
the plane hit nose-first  near the 
start of the runway and appeared 
not to have had 




 plane erupted in 
flames, he added. 
Airport officials said they 
could not confirm if the landing 
gear was down, or give any infor-
mation on the crash's likely 
cause.  
Hours after the crash, about 
3,000 police, firemen and troops 
were 
cautiously  lifting wreckage 
with 
cranes
 and searching by 
hand for
 bodies. 
"When I got to the plane, it 
looked so bad that I thought 
everyone must have died. But 
then I heard a woman calling in 
pain for help and I 
called for a 
stretcher
 and we rescued her," 
said Takahide Miyagi, an assis-




right  of the 
runway. garCils 
th 
it gone 200 yards 
more straight ahead, it 
would  
have hit a housing area. 
The jet ended up just short
 of 
hangars of an Air 
Self -Defense 
Forces base at the
 airport. The 
airmen's quick response was 
credited 














Africans  made history Tues-
day, voting by 
the tens of thou-
sands to  take control of their 
country for the first time since 
whites arrived 342 years ago. 
Refusing to be 
cowed by a 
wave of deadly bombings, the 





villages to mark a 
simple cross on 
a piece of paper. 
Some 
literally
 crawled and 
oth-
ers were pushed to the polls in 
wheelbarrows. Many broke down
 
in tears after 
making








with other elderly 
people  
near Cape Town. "We 






 so long in some places
 
that 
people  collapsed, the 
mood 
among
 blacks casting 
the first 
vote







 Ukraine (AP) - 
Eight years after the 
world's worst
 nudear acci-
dent, the horrors of living on 
Chernobyl's doorstep show few 
signs
 of abating. 
As victims were mourned in 
Moscow and 
elsewhere  Tuesday 
on the anniversary of the 1986 
catastrophe, many 
Ukrainians 
still battle Chernobyl -related 
health problems or 
live  with 
fears that disaster
 could strike 
again. 
An explosion
 in Unit 4 of the 
four -reactor 
power  plant 
released a 
huge cloud of 
radioactive 






reported killed in the
 immediate 
aftermath of the 
explosion and 
fire. But 
scientists  and 
doctors  
have long 














 its population 
of 3 million. 
About  250 people 




museum  in Kiev on 
Tuesday. 
Phone:
 924-3277 II FAX: 
924-3282
 
The SPARTAN DAILY 
makes








there any guarantee knplied. The 
clessified columns of the Spartan 
Daly 
consist
 of paid advertising 
and oflerings are not
 approved of 
verified by the newspaper. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
TELEPHONE BILLS TOO HIGH? 
Are you tired 
of feeling broke after 
paying your bills? SAVINGS OF 
CONSUMER  RESOURCES offers 
students discounted long-distance 
service. Easily cut your telephone 
costs by more than 30% & save 
money. Send $5.00 & SASE for 
info packet & start saving now: 
Savings Of Consumer Resources 
(S.O.C.R.) P.O. Box 21345.  San
 Jose, 
CA 95151. 
1.00% PURE ADRENALINE 111111 
Experience 
the  thnll of free falling 
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area's 
only
 skydiving center. Come join us 
for a tandem jump 
and  enjoy your 
first 
skydive
 with only 45 minutes 
of training. For the bye thrill seek-
er, try an 
accelerated
 freefall 
course and find yourself on the 
fastest road to becoming
 a 
coddled skydiver, starting with a sir 
hour class and a mile long freefall 
the same day. Videos of your 
jump  
also available. Owned and operat-
ed by SJSU students and grads. 
For more info call (510)634-7575. 
NEW 
STUDENT
 DENTAL PLAN: 
Office visits and x-rays no charge. 
SAVE 
MONEY  and your teeth. 
Enroll now! 








Call 249-9737 or FM 2461233. 
LOSE UP 
TO 15 POUNDS IN 15 
days. 1006 Astral 100% 
goateed. 














 women's team. For more 











 for daytime 
volunteers  to 
provide 
childcare  for up to 
4 hours 
a week while their
 mothers attend 
counseling
 sessions in 
dovintown  
San Jose. 
Tue. 10em  
3pm.,  Wed. 
9em
  Noon., 
Thur.  5:30pm
 - 8pm. 
Call 





























































energetic  staff 
to
















































 P/T, flex hrs. Work 
between 
classes. Sense of humor & big 
smile
 required. Next to campus! 
PIZZA A GO 
GO 
117 E. Sari Carlos. 
SPARTAN 
SHOPS  INC. Catering 
Department is hiring. Catering 
assistants are needed for an 
on -call basis. We have 
hours  
available 7 days a week, 24 hours 
a day. 
Wait  experience helpful but 
not essential. Come 
"PARTY
 with 
us. Call Jay at 924-1753. 
SEEKING PART 
TIME  COMPUTER 
& clerical clerk (some phone). 
Exper w/ WORD & EXCEL. Good 








O& HAVE FUN in the sum 
YMCA needs enthusiastic camp 
leaders to work 
with  youth in 
South Si. June 20- Sept 3. Mon-
Fri., 40 hrs/wk. $170.-5240. wk. 
Call 226-9622 for more info. 
UFEGUARDS 
NEEDED at Almaden 
Lake Park 
now!
 Looking for 
athletic
 and experienced guards. 
Starting $7.50/hr. Call 277-5130
 
for info. Apply by May 6. 
CPA CANDIDATES Accounting 
firm offers 12 hours per week 
during school. Will 
train. Fr/So 
status only. Good 
language.  
371-7445.8- 10 am only. 
SANDWICH MAILERS start $7.00 
per hr. Days till 3pm., Tue, Wed. 
Thur. Fri. 
Apply  at 848 N. First St. 
San Jose, between 2:00-3:00pm. 
ACCOUNTING STUDENT Part 
time to assist CPA 
with ongoing 
project in Fremont. 
General  
office knowledge helpful. 
(510) 256-7930. 





Apply Mon. -Fri. Sam-6pm. 







 Part-time, flex 
hrs, 
close to campus. Good comm.
 
skills, computer 
knowledge.  Prefer 
freshman/soph.





 career oriented 
individuals to help managed sales 




LOOKING FOR A 













SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS 
Currently  hiring for various full & 
part- time teaching 
positions  for 




 ECE units 
required for both preschool & 
school-age 
programs Of elementary 
education  
units






















with our 20 
schools located 







408/257-7326  to 
discuss 
your




 / Control 
Center  / EMT's 
Weekly


















 6. 7 or 8 
am.  
Swing shift
 starts: 3 




 or 12 pm 































NOW HIRING CUSTOMER SERVICE 
Reps,
 PT and FT. for the Spring 
and Summer. In Downtown Palo 
Alto. Good phone skills, organized,
 
friendly, and  hard working a must.
 
Please call 1/800-392-1386 for 
more info. 
RUN YOUR OWN BUSINESS this 
summer! Summer management 
intemships available 
with 
Student Works Painting. 
For info 
call 1-806295-9675 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. 
Earn
 
up to $8,00a+ it two months. 
Room & board! Transportation!
 
Male/Female. No experience 





 positions. Great benefits. 
Call 1-800-4.36-4365 ext. P.3310. 
Certain advertisements In 
these columns may refer
 
the reader to specific 
telephone nurnbers or 
addressee for additional 
Information. Classified 
readers should be remind 
ed that, when making 
these hither contacts, 
they should require 
com-
plete information before 
sending 
money for goods 
ci 
senAces.
 In addition, 
readers should carehrity
 
Investigate firms offertng 
empioyrneM
 
listings or coupons for 
amount vacations or 
merchandise. 
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING Earn up 
to $2,000+/mo. on Cruise
 Ships 
or Land-Tour companies. Summer 
& full-time 
employment available. 
No experience necessary. Call 
1-2066340468 ext. C6041. 
15750/WK. ALASKA FISHERIES 
this summer. Maritime Services 
1401881100219. 
AA CRUISESTRAVEL Employment 
Guide. Earn big $$$ + travel the 
world free! (Caribbean, Europe. 
Hawaii, Asia!) Hurry, busy spring & 
summer seasons approaching. 
Free student travel club member-
ship! 
Cal (919)929-4398 at C181 
ALASKA FISHERIES Summer 
employment. Earn up 
to
 $15,000. 
this summer in canneries, proces-
sors,  etc. Male/female. No exp. 
necessary. Room/board/travel 
often provided! Guaranteed suc-
cess! (919) 929-4398 ext. 
A181. 
FEMALES MODELS for Silicon 
Valley posters/postcards. Contact 
















 HOME  BASED BUSINESS 
Home based businesses are 
growing
 at an alarming rate. 
Cash in on this money making 
opportunity 
and  get your 
share  
of 





*No gimmicks*. Learn how you 
can earn as much es $50,000. 
within the next 3 months. 
HURRY! Please send $5.00,
 







San Jose. CA 
95157-0325. 
RENTAL HOUSING 
APARTMENT  7th at 
Reed.  2 br. 
I be. 







 OR 2 TIR APT $ONO. 
For rent at 3rd & San 
Salvador.
 
Raft inci'd No smokrg 
377-1334. 
WALK TO SJSU -GREAT DEAL!!! 
Very clean & quiet. 1 br./1
 ba. 
$550. 2 br./1 ba.
 $685. Laundry 
& 




 the first to occupy these 
newly upgraded units. Studios. 
one and two bedrooms from 
$525. 1/2 block from SJSU. 
Parking. Cable ready.
 Ask about 
move in bonus. $400. dep. 
No pets. 55 South 6th St. 
408-292-5174.  
780 S. llth STREET APTS. Large 
2 bdrrn./2 ba. $745. -$795. /mo. 
Responsive management. Walk or 
ride bike to school. Very clean, 
roomy & remodeled. 
Secured
 
entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable 
IV, Ample 
parking.
 Call 2889157. 
3 BDRM/2 BA APT. 1 block to 
campus. 50% OFF for May, June 
and July. Clean. Quiet, Gated 
garage. $500./month  summer 
only. References req. 
289-1535.  
1920'S 1 BDRM. APARTMENT. 
Unique! Parking, hardwood, yard. 
Financially responsible,  clean 
Quiet
 & sober. Single occupancy. 
$575. + deposit. 551 S. 6th St. 
Mike 292-3239.
 
SJSU - BIKE TO SCHOOL, 3 Bdrm. 
ringalow (2 units n detached thit 
rear).  large fenced yard, fruit 
trees.
 
Only 2 miles from campus in safe. 
quiet neighborhood. Homeowner 
neighbors. $1.1C0 mo. 1 yr . lease. 
287-6302. Evenings 998-5921. 
2 Bedroom Apartment $750/mo. 








 Modem Building 
 Free Basic Cable 
service
 
 Laundry Room 





WILLOW GARDEN APTS. 
408-998-0300. Minutes from 
San Jose State. Spacious 2 
bdrm. apts. with 2 full baths. 
Ideal for students and room-
mates. Swimming pool, 
saunas.  








1.750 Stokes St. 
RENT A SPACIOUS
 1 BR. APT. 
in landmark bldg. Huge windows. 
miniblinds. new 
appliances 
incl. D.W. & disposal,
 A/C. 
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, 
gated covered parking, 
laundry 
room.Great views! 1 blk from 





FEMALE WANTED TO SHARE 2 
bdrm.
 condo in Almaden area. 
Clean. Dee 927-8050. 





Large  3 br./2 ba. Pool. AC, parking. 
$310.00. Call Marty at 
279-6026.  
MALE WANTED TO SHARE 2 bdrm. 
2 bath apt. near Hamilton & 
17. 
Private 









SYNCHRONIZED ACTION SKIER. 
Cross country exercise 
machine.  
Pro-Form Lifestyle 2000. With 
time. 
speed & distance monitor. 
XInt 


















 to currently 
enrolled  students. CAREER 






assistance. job fairs. career 
counseling,  interest 
testing,  
career
 workshops, and career 
/employer
 info. Register for 
the 
24 hour job hotline. Visit BC13 
acall 
924-6033  for details. 
CHIROPRACTIC INTERN 
looking for patients for college 
clinic. Sliding scale fee. 
Lee Oliva: 248-3188. 
PROFESSIONAL 
GUITARIST  




accepting  students 
wishing
 
to excel at guitar or 



















 & paralegals 






 Problems  
 
Personal  Injury 
 
 
Bankruptcy   
 All Legal Matters  
(408)  286-8087 
STUDENT





Physical Therapy Massage. 
Minorities 
encouraged too. 
Myself: Honest & nice appearance. 
Page 552-0885
 for callback 
from 
Robert.  
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING, 
all Subjects. Versatile, 
expert  






 rewriting,  
proofing,  
ghost-
writing. Letters, reports, books, 
essays. theses,  articles. etc. 
For  
more info please 
call  Dave 
Bolick,  
510401.9554. VISA/MASTER-









 Drug charges 
Personal Injury
 
 Auto/Motorcycle injuries 
 Slip & Fall injuries 
No fee if no recovery. 
BEHZADI LAW OFFICES 
111








a healthy gift 








House calls also. 
Call  Paul at 
7364929. 
MEN 8 WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing 
or 
using 
chemicals.  Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted 
hair. 
Back 
- Chest - Lip- Bikini - 
Chin -
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First 
appt.  
1/2 price if made before June 30. 
1994. Hair Today Gone 
Tomorrow.  








Unwanted hair removed forever. 
Specialist. 
Confidential.  
Your own probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
247-7488. 
50% DISCOUNT! 
Permanent Cosmetics by Tnsh. 
Enhance your natural beauty! 
Eye 
Liner
 - Lips Eyebrows. 
Expires June 1st. 1994.
 
4084794500 
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow 
621 E. 
Campbell  Ave. #17. 





ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE 
Auto. Jet Ski. Motorcycie.
 
Boat, Home owners Insurance. 
'Alumni' 
serving "Students" 
...Talk to me. I'll help
 you. 
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lc? 
Call me. (Don) 408.247-3734. 





Campus Insurance Service 




for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good Drivers" 
'Good Rates for NonGood Drrvers'  
SPECIAL
 DISCOUNTS 
'Good Student' "Family Multicar 
CALL TODAY 296-5270 
FREE 
QUOTE  











Call for low air 
fares.  
Great
 low prices for cruises too! 
Make 




CHEAP  TRAVEIJ 
Discount air tickets to Europe 
and the Orient. Special London 
summer  fare- $498. R/T. 
Buy now for the summer season. 






Europe - $269. 
New York
 - $1.29. 








WORD PROC: term 
papers  & 
theses. 
Resumes





EXPERIENCED Word Processor 
Retired
 secretary. Let ire do 




 theses. etc. Grad 








Nortary Public. Appointment 
necessary.







All work accepted!!  Reports  
Theses  Proficient with APA, 
MLA, and Turabian formats; 
Quick
 & Speedy turnaround:
 
WP 5 1. Laser 
printer.  Call me 
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm. 
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504. 
20111S PROFESSIONAL Expassica 
Typing & 
transcription
 for ALL your 















in some subjects. Contact Candi 
at (40813698614.
 



















 Word Processing. 
Call Paul or virginia 4082510449  
CALL MARCIA 2884448 
for 
Word Processing Services 
Eat & Format 
Specialist for 
Theses/Projects/Teen Papers. 
APA  Turslien  MLA 
Grammar, Punct.. 
Phrasing  
Tables. Graphs. &Charts. 







Internalonal Students Welcome 
10 minutes
 from campus! 




 this got your attention,  give your-
self a break. Let 
ire
 do it for you! 
Pick up and 
delivery  - $1.00. 
Resumes,  term papers & theses. 
APA format. $2.00 
per double 
spaced page / 5.00 
minimum.  
Cash only. Call 
Julie   445-0707. 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. 
Theses, term papers,
 group 




























"Tape transcription.  etc  
Nursing/Math/  Science/ Engl ish. 
Laser
 printer.
 Days & evenings, 
7 days. SUZANNE. 446-5658. 
SCHOLARSHIP
 SERV.  
$S 
BILLIONS
 available  for 
your  













corporate financial aid goes 
unclaimed each year.
 Why? 
People don't know where or how 





Call now: 408.2363747. 
$S





million  unclaimed! 













 434-6015 ext 1210. 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED -ADVERTISING
 THAT WORKS! 
Print your ad here. Line is 















3 lines 55 
4 liras 
$6 






$1 lor each 
























After the fifth day, net. Inererwee by $1 per day. 
Fast line 
(25 spaces)  set in 
bold  for no extra charge 
Up to 5 additional words
 available in bold for $3 each 
SEMESTER 
RATES  










 Zip  voile
 
Pncoe 






San Jaw State 
University  
San 
Jaws,  CA 95192-0149 

Classified 









All ads are prepaid M14o refunds on cancelled ads 
III Pates for consecutive 
putecations  dates nnly 
 QUESTIONS? 
CALL (4011) 924.3277 








_Campus Clubs _Real Estate 




_Volunteers  _Insurance  






























 two children, 
Accreditation
 
but rejects statewide order 
SACRAMENTO
 (AP)  A 
judge exempted two Sacramento 
public school students
 Tuesday 
from having to take a statewide 
test opposed by some parents 
and religious groups. 
An attorney for the students'
 
parents called 




pave the way for other 
parents to withdraw their chil-




"I'm frankly very excited 
about this," 
said Brad Dacus, 
an attorney with the Virginia-
based Rutherford Institute, 
which sued on behalf of Caron 
and Melvin Vaughn and their 
children. "It's very 
clear  that par-
ents' rights will be 
respected  in 
court.' 
However, 
state and local edu-
cation officials said the tempo-




Warren  Jr. would 
have little impact. 
"It means that those two 
kids 
can't take the test. That's it," said 





"Other  than that, it means 
nothing."  
Fourth-, eighth- and 10th -
graders throughout the state this 
month 
began  taking the 
CLAS
 
test, which requires essay answers 
to some questions. It replaced 
another
 test which relied mostly 
on multiple-choice
 and true -false 
questions.  
Some parents, conservative 
political groups and religious 
organizations oppose the 
tests, claiming literature portions 





Dacus and Steven Wessels, 
another attorney for The 
Rutherford Institute, sought a 





However, Warren rejected 
their request, saying their com-
plaint didn't
 speak for parents 
statewide. 
"You just can't im-




candidates  announced 
TURLOCK. Calif. (AP)  
Five semifinalist candidates for 
the presidency of California 
State University, Stanislaus
 were 
announced Tuesday and include 
the school's 
interim president, 
Lee R. Kerschner. 
Each of the five  three 
women and 
two men  will 
spend a day at the Turlock 
school 
during  the coming week 
to meet with faculty, 
staff,
 stu-































 social justice 
ones ... it tells us 
what  kind of 
country we are and what kind 
we will become," Mrs. Clinton 
told the Hollywood 
Radio  & 
Television Society Tuesday. 
Mrs. Clinton stuck to themes 
she has used
 in months of cam-
paigning
 for the president's 
health package: Providing com-





requiring insurance carriers to 
drop discriminatory practices 
such as caps 
on
 lifetime benefits. 
"This is an opportunity for us 
to finish some
 unfinished busi-
ness in this country," the first 
lady said. 







Thomason,  were in the 
crowd of 1,000 network execu-
tives, actors and industry 
employees
 who gathered in the 
ballroom 












stand  up 
and




 slot for 
one 
of

















Marie  Saint 
asked  
for the 
first  lady's 
thoughts
 on 
U.S. child care. 
"I 






but  I 
think
 it is 
still  dif-








































semifinalists  are 
Donna M. Arlton, vice president 




 Hughes, vice 
president for student affairs 
and 
vice provost at the University of 
Minnesota, Twin Cities; Jane E. 
Miller, provost
 and vice presi-
dent for academic affairs at State 
University of New York at 
Oswego; and Sal D. Ftinella, vice 
president for administration at 













tee and the 
accreditation  
process,
 Fimble said 
SJSU's  size 
and  status as a 









take it upon 
themselves 
to read the
 part of the 
report related 
to them, and 
send
 their 
responses  to 
her 
office in the Business Towers. 
"If the university really cared 
about what we thought, it would 
mail out response forms
 or 
something. It would 
make it eas-
ier for us to respond," history 
major Brad Monahan said. 
Copies  of the report are avail-
able in Clark Library 
and  in 
every departmental
 office on 
campus.
 
Not only will the accreditation 
team 
examine information in 
the report, it will search for over-

























































t00% smoke free 
" 
Tally's  is 
downtown's
 newest 








































such as the 
condition of university buildings, 
the quality
 of classes and mis-
takes in the course catalogue are
 
areas the report and accredita-
tion 
team
 are scheduled to 
address, according to 
Fimble.  
"We've been examining our-
selves. In the accreditation, 
they'll find if we know 
ourselves.
 
I want to see if students agree 
with the report," she said. 
Student 
response
 to the 
report, according to Fimble, will 
help
 assure her the committee 
was thorough 
enough  in its find-
ings. 
Fimble 
wants  students to help 
her answer three specific 
ques-
tions;
 if the authors have identi-
fied major university 
issues,
 if stu-
dents agree with the 
author's  
conclusions and if the 
report has 
any factual errors. 
"I think
 it's cool that 
they 
want to hear what
 we have to say, 
but I have a feeling 
we'll  be re -
accredited


























Beginning  in 









cumulative  GPA 













 are 450 
verbal 













 of required 
prerequisites 
Deadline
 for Fall 
1994 
admis+ion-.Inne  I. 
1994. 
Attend one 
of the MOT 
Information  
Sessions




about  this new 
program: 
Saturday.
 April 30, 1994,
 1:00 - 3:00 
p.m. 
Wednesday, 
May 18, 1994, 














 reserve your 
place at an 
Information  
Session

























Meridian  next to Food 4 Less)
 
66 California
 ai Nevada Locations. 
Two people 
can  Join for Sinl, plus S17 each monthly due, on automatic bank debit Ray 
Wilson Family Fitness has more locations and more fitness equipment than any other 
company in California Must he at least IS year, idd or 14 with parent No other diacounts 




 ('enter. Incentives 




ships.  Ralsysitting available
 
Iota











Wilson  Family 
Fitness  Centeri 
and designer of 
Lifecyck vier 
cl.e bicycle 
soul 
